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Public houses in England throughout the nineteenth century provided many men with an
alternative environment to the workplace. In particular, as the countryside and fields
became developed, ‘foot-racing’ or pedestrianism became a public house affair with
publicans becoming promoters and persuading individuals to compete near their facilities.
The symbiotic relationship between entrepreneurial sportsmen and public houses has
long been noted and there are abundant examples in the literature of individuals who
combined their sporting activities with the role of licensee. However, these biographies
are often sketchy in nature and there is a clear need for more comprehensive collective
biographical studies of these men. A compilation of in-depth biographies, a methodology
called prosopography, would help tease out their common characteristics, such as
gender, class, education, personal interests, and religious beliefs. This paper uses the
prosopographical approach, to produce a collective biography, “carefully gathered
biographical data on a group of individuals with common characteristics, and to
contextualise historical processes in a specific environment, of a mid 19th Century
Manchester publican with a strong involvement in local pedestrianism. An initial group of
five publicans has been investigated and it is clear that while there are commonalities
with respect to their sporting backgrounds, age, class and family, there are also
differences, notably with respect to their sporting roles within Manchester pedestrian
circles.
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